Profile
I’m a passionated full stack designer with 8+ years of experience in the
digital world. Balancing between developing, designing and creating great
user experiences is what makes me a versatile asset to any team.

Work Experience
Full stack designer @ van Dorp
01/2018 - 03/2019

Lead designer and frontend developer for a new startup within Van Dorp.
Responsible for creating great user experiences, prototyping of new
features, designing in sketch and developing with the following stack:
React, Redux, ThreeJS and vis.js!

Front-end developer @ NS
10/2017 - 01/2018

Transitioning a large scale app from a jQuery world to Angular 2+ world,
getting team members up and running with Angular as well as adding new
features to the current platform.

User experience designer @ the Vrije Universiteit A’dam
05/2015 - 02/2017

Implementing and developing design standards, designing and developing
mobile apps in AngularJS + Ionic and adding new features to the desktop
app within an Agile team.

Full stack designer @ Vorsen
01/2014- 01/2018

Designing with sketch and developing a new platform with AngularJS for
managing curriculum and educational change for universities.

Full stack designer @ 42 B.V.
02/2013 - 01/2018

Lead designer and frontend developer at 42. Responsible for developing &
designing mobile/desktop apps mainly in React + Redux and testing in
Jest / Karma as well as designing web apps for core clients and internel
projects.

Front end developer @ Heinosoft

Details
09/12/1987
Du Meelaan 97
2722 ZT, Zoetermeer
+31 6 23 52 58 65
me@jarnovanrhijn.nl
www.jarnovanrhijn.nl

Competences
Front-end development
Graphic design
Interaction design
User experience design
Agile scrum

Web skills
JavaScript
HTML
CSS

Design
Illustration
User flows
Wireframes
Style guides
Branding

Frameworks

09/2012 - 01/2013

React

Developing & designing websites for commercial clients as well as defining
the structure and behaviour of interactive systems.

React Native

Education
BA, Communication & Multimedia Design

Angular
Vue
Redux
Karma / Jest

08-2008 - 12-2012

jQuery

The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Node.js

Application Developer

Bootstrap

08/2006 - 08-2008

SASS

ID-College

Personal projects
Inspection reports
A google docs driven React Native app which goal is to make creating
inspection reports simple. Users fill in a predefined form which automatically
creates the right files in google docs.

Tools
GIT
Bamboo
Jenkins
GitLab
Photoshop
Illustrator
Sketch

